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Report of the Two-Day Inter-Disciplinary  

National Workshop 

Day-I 

Proceedings of the Two-Day Inter-Disciplinary National Workshop 

sponsored by Department of Higher Education, Haryana, on “Moocs and Open 

Educational Resources”, organized by Indira Gandhi National College, Ladwa 

(Dhanora), on 30
th 

& 31
st 

March, 2019, on the College Campus.  

 

Inaugural Session: The inaugural session, on Day- I, started with the Lightning of 

lamp and Floral tribute to Maa Saraswati by the honourable guests Dr. Dinesh 

Gupta, Dr. A.R. Chaudhary, Dr. Hari Prakash Sharma, principal, I.G.N. College, 

Ladwa, and Dr. Rupesh Gaur, Librarian I.G.N. College, Ladwa. Dr. Hari Prakash 

Sharma extended a hearty welcome to the worthy resource persons and all the 

Scholarly Participants of the programme. Dr. Rupesh Gaur, Convener of the 

Workshop, introduced the theme of the workshop. Stating the relevance and 

objective of the workshop he said that the workshop aims at highlighting the 

availability of Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) and Open Educational 

Resources (OER) to the academicians in order to give them a better opportunity of 

learning content delivery with the use of technology. Dr. Gaur proposed that the 

efficacy of the Learning content may be enhanced by reconstructing it into short, 

self-contained segments with high interactivity to engage the students more 

effectively. The workshop will acquaint the delegates with the important role that 

the application of MOOCs has played in imparting education. The Workshop may 

serve as a constructive platform to discuss the availability of online resources and 

reflect upon the challenges involved in its delivery. It May be conducive to 

develop skills for designing courses and their delivery through network of 

individuals and institutions.  

 

Dr. Dinesh Gupta, Professor, department of library science, Kurukshetra 

University, in his Keynote address, expounded his expert views on the subject. He 

said that the rapid technological advancement has changed the methods of 

attainment of knowledge. The modern student is no more confined to his limited 

resources of knowledge. We live in a world of open source environment. He cited 

the example of DOAJ (Directory of Open Access General) to highlight his point. 

He acquainted the participants with the five important elements of OER: i.e. 
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Retain, Re-Use, Revise, Remix and Re-Distribute. He also emphasized the urgency 

of verifying the Authenticity of the content that we receive from OER. He 

introduced the participants with the methods of creating OERs and discussed in 

detail the advantages and limitations involved in their uses. 

 

Technical Session II:  The Second technical session started after the tea break. Dr. 

A. R. Chaudhary from IISER, Mohali was the worthy resource person of the 

session. He discussed in detail the issue of Learning through Online Courses 

and the Role of A Teacher's Perspective. The discourse was a profound analysis 

of the challenges an instructor has to face while constructing and using online 

courses. Dr. Chaudhary delineated with utmost precision  almost all the requisite 

steps  of constructing Online Courses Viz. designing the courses; planning of the 

modules;  planned delivery; responsibilities, during the running of a course and 

final evaluation.  

 

Technical session III: The Third technical session resumed after the Lunch Break 

with the same enthusiastic zeal as the earlier one. Dr. Deepak Bishla, Ambedkar 

University, New Delhi, was the erudite resource person. Dr. Bishla delivered a 

lecture on the topic, ‘Digital Initiative of GOI in Higher Education and 

Integrating Moocs in Regular Courses’ He began his discussion with the 

introduction of Swayam and MOOCs Delivery Platforms and Tools.  Citing the 

example of Swayam he discussed the methodological functioning of various 

MOOCs delivery platforms, Viz. The prerequisite of delivering a course; the 

criteria of deciding the rating of a delivery platform on the basis of the quality of 

content and using the already available content on a particular topic before the 

development of one’s own content. He further highlighted the Four Quadrant 

Approach used by these delivery platforms, Viz. Content Collection; Content 

Development; content share; MOOCs delivery platform. He shared his expert 

views with the participants on the topic, ‘Development of the E- Content and 

Generic Video Using Free Open Source Software Tools & Technique’. 

The lecture was an extensive and profound analysis of the functional utility of 

various Power Tools to access the different MOOCs delivery Platforms. 
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Day-2 

 

Technical session I: The First technical session of the 2
nd

 day of the Workshop 

started with the captivating lecture of Dr. Deepak Bishla, as the worthy resource 

person of the session. Dr. Bishla discussed the concept of Digital Learning 

comprising the requisite understanding of its various components like E- Content 

Collection; E-Content Creation; Content Sharing & Security and E-Content 

Dissemination. Dr. Bishla also threw light on the requisite preventive measures 

that should be observed by any user of Online Delivery Platforms to safeguard 

their important data against vicious Malwares and hacking software.   

 

 

Technical Session II: Second technical session continued after the Tea Break with 

the lecture of Sh. Narender Chauhan, Assistant Librarian, GJU, Hisar, as the 

Resource Person of the session. Highlighting the importance of the subject he 

delivered his views on the topic, „Moocs and Library in Indian Environment, 

Present and Future‟. He introduced the participants with the prerequisites for 

different institutions and universities to participate in MOOCs and acquainted the 

participants with the National Coordinator of Swayam as UGC, NPTEL, IGNOU, 

NCERT and NIOS. He also focused on assessing the authenticity and 

accountability of the Online Resources. 
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